
 

 

August 8, 2018 

 

 

 

The Honorable Robert Lighthizer 

United States Trade Representative  

600 17th St. NW, 

Washington, DC 20006 

 

Dear Ambassador Lighthizer, 

 

We thank you and your team for advocating in the NAFTA renegotiations the seasonality 

reforms called for under the Trade Priorities and Accountability Act (TPAA) and urgently hope 

that any new NAFTA agreement succeeds in achieving those reforms, which are critical to our 

industry’s survival. 

 

As the Administration has widely recognized, the seasonal and perishable sectors in the US 

Southeast have suffered more than most under the original NAFTA.  Nearly all of the United 

States’ $5 billion agricultural trade deficit with Mexico is in perishable fruits and vegetables 

sector, where Mexico has captured its growth by using unfair US pricing practices during the 

marketing periods it shares with our produce farmers in the Southeast.  Because the original 

NAFTA failed to provide our specialty crop producers in Florida and Georgia with fair recourse 

against these practices, our industry’s hemorrhaging losses and farm closures have now reached 

a tipping point.   

 

In Florida alone, several multi-generational operations have only recently announced that they 

will not be opening their doors this fall, and a great many additional farm closures are expected 

in the near future.  If any new NAFTA agreement again fails to modernize US import relief 

mechanisms to allow viable trade recourse against Mexican seasonal produce, we will soon have 

virtually no specialty crop sector left in the US Southeast. 

 

No alternative US trade mechanisms can deliver the meaningful relief our industry needs.  Just 

recently, for example, the Florida bell pepper producers worked with the Department of 

Commerce to explore a self-initiated antidumping investigation in light of the disastrous 2017 

season.  The conclusion of that review simply reaffirmed what the Southeastern specialty crop 

producers and TPAA drafters have long understood, i.e., that until the seasonality reforms being 

called for under TPAA are instituted, our producers in the Southeast will have no means of 

securing relief against the onslaught of unfair Mexican prices during our annual marketing 

periods. 

 

The July 12, 2018, letter from Mexico’s president-elect to President Trump only further drove 

home our urgent need for seasonality reform under NAFTA.  The president-elect explicitly 

flagged in that letter Mexico’s intention to use massive new government subsidies to “reactivate” 

its agricultural sector, including by “planting a million hectares of fruit.”  Having asserted that 



intention, the new Mexican government will read any absence of seasonality reform under a new 

NAFTA agreement as a green light to accelerate its efforts to put the Florida and Georgia 

produce sectors out of business. 

 

As President Trump stressed in his July 31 speech in Tampa, with farmers suffering from unfair 

trading practices, now is the time to straighten out NAFTA.  Our industry is in dire need of the 

TPAA seasonality reforms to counter Mexico’s unfair trading practices.  We would be grateful if 

all efforts are made to include these reforms in any final NAFTA deal so that the specialty crop 

farmers across Florida, Georgia, and other similar regions can survive under the new NAFTA. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

EASTERN CANTALOUPE GROWERS ASSOCIATION 

FLORIDA BLUEBERRY GROWERS ASSOCIATION 

FLORIDA FARM BUREAU FEDERATION 

FLORIDA FRUIT & VEGETABLE ASSOCIATION 

FLORIDA STRAWBERRY GROWERS ASSOCIATION 

FLORIDA TOMATO EXCHANGE 

FLORIDA WATERMELON ASSOCIATION 

GEORGIA BLUEBERRY GROWERS ASSOCIATION 

GEORGIA FARM BUREAU FEDERATION 

GEORGIA FRUIT & VEGETABLE GROWERS ASSOCIATION 

GEORGIA WATERMELON ASSOCIATION 


